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Night
Photo Story
by Bigya Shrestha
Left: A group of Somalian students performing a Sharax dance at Somali
Cultural Night on Saturday. Community members gathered to learn about
the popular culture and cuisine of Somalia.
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Students anticipate study abroad trip to Poland
Maddelyn Anderson
Staff Writer

Earlier in the semester, the group’s
al meeting with past participants in atten-

of SCSU’s soon-to-be international students gather for an evening of half-off ap-

-

The students had their own meetings to
The group of six at Applebees was
small in comparison to the group of 17

Once the group arrives in Warsaw, Poland their previous meetings will help ease

wish I could get a tan while I am there,”
-

ened out ahead of time with a little extra
The group held discussions about
their excitements and fears about being in

The plane trip will be about nine or ten

“I am afraid I am not going to pack the

“It will hit me in the face, I have never

Ulbricht looked back on his 2008 trip to
“The most exciting thing I did was
when Peter and I were interviewed on
Poland was being interviewed before us so

Applied relational
available at SCSU
Nick Longworth
Staff Writer

SCSU students still looking for
a minor now have another option
to choose from: Applied Relation-

Speaker Mohamud speaking about media, Islam and terrorism during Islamic Awareness
week.

students foresee their career path

Jason Tham

provide a new program for our
each other our responsibilities, so that we can live
from overseas came to teach SCSU how to resist

The week-long event brought in scholars and
-

misconception,” Soumah said, “People think that we,

-

address the learning goals of students, but would also give them a
competitive edge with other graduates from other Universities,”
Roseanna Ross, Chairperson for
the Department of Communica“This is a minor that enriches
sonal life and provides skills neces-

education,” said Fulbright Scholar from Guinea,
The minor consists of three

Some of the crucial issues discussed during this

Islamic Page

INSIDE

component, students learn about
how to manage their own con-

Ringer, professor of Communica“In the communication skills
component, students take two
courses to learn things like listening, argumentation and interculcontext component, students take
two classes from departments in
“For example, if a student
would take two courses in induswould take two classes in which

career where skills in managing
different conversations among
people with diverse perspectives,

New Minor Page

Page 16
SCSU team
lost one of
their
this month to
ovarian

-

2009, the minor is designed to

Applicable careers include (but
agement, Teaching/Education,
Staff Writer

agement, communication skills

Page 9
performed with
Union choir
Choir Festival
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Ask your doctor about getting
vaccinated against pneumococcal disease,
the cause of the most common form of
pneumonia. It is safe to have along with a
flu vaccine and for most people one dose
provides lasting protection.

Where
Flu
Shot
?
Do I Get A

O

Contact your

doctor, healthcare provider or local

health department for dates, times and

Ask Your

Ask your doctor today

Doctor

about vaccines to

prevent the flu and

pneumococcal disease.

Because with diabetes,

prevention is control,

and control is

places where flu

vaccines are given.
O

your life line.

Both flu and
pneumococcal
vaccines are
covered by
Medicare, Part B.

O

Prevention
Is

Control.

Make sure to talk to
your doctor before

This information brought to you by

getting vaccinated.
and your health department.
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do not know what to expect of the trip.

Continued from Page
when Peter and I were interviewed on live radio... one of the biggest
pop stars in Poland was being interviewed before us so I was able to
meet her and get a picture with her,” Ulbricht said.
Ulbricht’s study abroad group did not get together beforehand,
other than the informational meetings.
enjoyed the trip regardless of his lack of familiarity with the group in
the beginning. He still stops to talk to them in the hallway now to catch
up he said.
Students often have to defend their choice to go to Poland. Students

expected it to be... and I smile because I know there are much more
incredible experiences coming,” Przytula said. “The experience sweeps
you off your feet.”
With visits to holocaust concentration camps, cities that date back
to the 7th century, and possibly a soccer game or ballet, the schedule is
jam packed.
Mass Communications also plays a role. Students will visit the Polish
radio stations, public relations agencies, and news stations. The trip is
full of culture, education, and has great potential for an amazing, oncein-a-lifetime experience.
“By the end, we are one unit. We have experienced something that
binds us forever,” Przytula said.
The group leaves Monday, May 9 and will return Wednesday, May

Minor

Islamic

Continued from Page

Continued from Page
issue about media and terrorism on Wednesday.
Mohamud asked students to “stand up against the misconception, even if it is against danger.”
“I am asking you, non-Muslims, to interact with the
Muslims,” said Mohamud during his lecture on Wednesday, encouraging students to live with one another in
peace.

or where the ability to facilitate creative problem solving
among groups would NOT be an
asset?” Ross said.
The nine required credits can
be double counted for any student’s minor and can also count
towards another minor as well.
However, students need to make
sure that there are nine credits
that are unique to the Applied

the Muslims.
Pearl Harbor, did we have the right to drop a bomb on
humanity?” Mohamud said, “No, we didn’t.”
Soumah said that the media should call people to
awareness about the issues facing the Islam practitioners,
instead of “doing things for their own objectives.”
“You see, instead of the government spending millions
of dollars building prison, their responsibility should be
educating the youth today,” Soumah said.
“Even the Muslims – boys and girls – here on campus,
are not taking their responsibilities,” he added.
Soumah expressed his appreciation to the University
for spreading the word about MSA’s effort.
“We do appreciate the University; we have the full
respect from the authority,” Soumah said.
Soumah advised the Muslim students on campus to
attain more knowledge about Islam.
“For Muslim students, go out and tell people what
Islam is about. And for the non-Muslims, before you judge

CHUNG KEONG TAN/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Mohamud talking how the media are misleading
American’s view of Islam.

the Muslims, please come and ask the practice of Islam
you,” Soumah said.
“There is a balance in everything; we are one people,
we are one humanity,” Mohamud concluded.

minor.
“Six credits can be selected
(with advisor approval) from decommunity or context in which
the student will eventually apply
ment skills,” Ross explained
Some may argue that the
creation of a new minor program
may alienate some students when
other minors are being dropped

Cultural Cafe
spring schedule

April
April 1 - Burkina Faso
April 8 - Phillipines
April 15 - Ukraine
April 22 - Cambodia
*all Cultural Cafe events are held on fridays
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Mitchell Hall.

from SCSU’s curriculum, but the
new minor has not created a shifting of resources.
“All but one of the classes
taught in this minor already
existed before the minor was introduced, no new resources were
allocated, and no one new was
hired,” Ringer said.
“There are changing and
growing needs in society and
universities need to respond to
that. SCSU approved this minor
because we recognize that there is
and will be a continuing need for
and this minor can address that
need at almost no extra investment.”
Students looking to pursue
this minor are urged to contact
Bjorklund, to identify if this minor is best suited for you.
“This minor is not for everyone. But if you’re the kind of
person who is always helping your
minor might be for you,” Ringer
said.

Nepal Night coming up on April 2
Shaurav Adhikari
Staff Writer

One of the most notable cultural programs in the University is coming up. Nepalese Student Association (NSA) is working
This year the program’s theme is “Nimantrana” meaning “invitation.” All performances will be organized at Ritsche Auditorium and the dinner is scheduled at Atwood
Ballroom following the event.
NSA President, Abishek Dhungel, said,
Night to the SCSU community.”

working for months to make this event happen,” Dhungel said. “We are expecting more
than a thousand guests to attend the event
this year.”
Nepal Night is not only popular with
SCSU community but it is also gaining popularity among Nepalese students in other parts
of the U.S. Students from neighboring states
are expected to attend the program.
“People from Chicago and even California have come here to attend the event in the
past,” Dhungel said. “We are expecting even
more guests from other states this time.”
Apart from Nepalese students performing traditional dance and song, the event will
showcase American students performing as
well.

Ayla Madsen is one of the American performers who will be performing a traditional
Nepali dance. Ayla’s father, Curtis Madsen,
said he is happy his daughter is exploring the
highlights of a different culture.
“I really like the fact that she is able to exto people from a different culture,” Madsen
said. “It is wonderful.”
Ayla has also performed in past cultural
events organized by NSA.
Food will be another big attraction of
the event. NSA has planned dinner for the
attendees in the Atwood ballroom following
the event. Guests will be served traditional
Nepalese cuisine.
Nepal night has spread the richness of

Program coordinator, Kabir Karki, said,
“This years Nepal night will be more exciting
and entertaining as we have adapted new
ideas and theme.”
NSA, the biggest foreign student organization on campus, has received recognitions in the past for organizing outstanding
cultural programs.
for free.

Somali Night photo story
Continued from Page

left: Saado Ali, a Somali singer from St.
Cloud singing the Somali national anthem during Somali Night on Saturday.
Top middle: SCSU students performing a Dhaanto dance.
Top right: Saado Ali
Bottom right: SCSU students performing a Dhaanto dance.
All photos taken by Bigya Shrestha.
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The historic Eastman House

and promote patriotism. Membership is exclusive; you must
be a descendant from a patriot
of the American Revolution to
become a member.
Alice was also a member
of the district and state federations of the Women’s Club. As
a member Alice volunteered
throughout the city and participated in various charitable
projects.
A woman of compassion and
a dedicated wife, Alice passed
away Feb. 2, 1935, in her home
with her husband by her side.
“If there was ever a woman

Christian Bursch
Staff Writer

The famous Eastman house
played an important role to
the St. Cloud State Community during its life situated near
Barden Park. As home to SCSU
President Alvah Eastman,
the house intertwined its history with the University. Alvah
ultimately donated the home to
the St. Cloud Teacher’s College,
which eventually became SCSU.
Before he did this, he requested the house to be named
after his beloved, late wife, Ailce
Eastman. The house began to
be known as the Alice M. Eastman Social Home.
Although the house is no
longer standing, the Alice
Eastman Social Home became
home to many freshman women
throughout its years with SCSU.
Alice Eastman was born Jan.
14, 1859. She married Alvah
on Sept. 5, 1883. Together they
had two children that died at a
young age.
Scholarships were set up in
their memory at the Teacher’s
College where Alvah worked
and later became president.
Alice Eastman never worked
for the school but was well
known around the campus. She
played an active role in the community.
Mrs. Eastman was a member
and later president of the Women’s Alliance of Unity. Alice
assisted St. Cloud’s less fortunate
through the Sunshine Society. It
was an early version of the food
shelf and the homeless shelter.
The Reading Room Society
accepted Alice as a member and
in 1894 she became the president. While Alice was president
the Reading Room Society she
secured land for a public library.
The library was located near the
Mississippi River. She worked

‘Mother’ it was Mrs. Eastman,”
said Fred Schilplin, whose family
published the St. Cloud Times
from 1920 to 1975.
“All that the sweet word of
“Mother” means to mankind
in her soul… Fate was unkind
and these loved ones to whom
she had given so much of her
strength and mother love preceded her in death… Long, long
be my heart with such memories
IMAgES CoURTESY oF THE ST. CLoUD STATE UnIvERSITY ARCHIvES

Above: The historic Eastman House, formerly located near Barden
Park, was named after Alice Eastman, the wife of former SCSU
President Alvah Eastman.
Right: Former SCSU President, Alvah Eastman requested the
home be named after his wife, Alice Eastman.

“I

‘Mother,’ it was Mrs. Eastman...”

Fred Schilplin
Former St. Cloud Times Publisher
at the library as a librarian for a
period of time.
Alice was also a member of
Sorosis and the Favorite Recipe
Club which later became the

20th Century Club.
An active member of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution, an organization
founded in 1890 and is still

around today. The organization’s
mission is to support the education of America’s youth, preserve the history of the country

have once been distilled. You
may break, you may shatter the
vase if you will but the scent of
the roses will hang around still,”
he said.
Schilplin was a coworker of
Alvah and friend to Alice. The
Detroit Lakes Herald and Red
Wing Daily Republican wrote
articles about Alice Eastman
upon her death, expressing their
condolences to the Eastman
family and describing the great
woman that passed away.
In Alvah’s will he left the
house, oriental rugs, library furniture and other equipment to
the school. His one request was
that the house be named after
his beloved Alice Eastman.
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Business

Hormel internships nonperishable
Megan Junkermeier
OpiniOns EditOr

Fortune 500 company Hormel
Foods offers several internship and
career choices, because no matter the
state of the economy, their need for
talented employees is as nonperishable
as the demand for food.
“This is a very stable industry to be
involved in,” Professional Employment
Representative Nikki Weber-Knutson
said. “With the economy being tough,
people are never cutting out food – everyone needs to eat.”
Hormel Foods, founded in 1891 and
still growing, just announced a stock
split and reached $7 billion in sales last
year, a marker they have not reached
yet.
The company offers internships in
civil engineering, design and manufacturing, electrical engineering, industrial
engineering, plant maintenance engineering and mechanical engineering.
For these internships, degrees in enship, i.e. civil engineering major for that
internship) are necessary. A 2.7 GPA is
required for these internships to insure
quality in skills and experience before
entering the internship programs.
“We don’t have interns doing easy
work, we are giving you real life experience,” Weber-Knutson said.
In addition to those, as this is a large
company, there are other parts of the
company where leadership and team
efforts are needed.
There are internships in accounting,
consumer insights, product development, production management and
quality and process control as well.
“For the production management
and quality and process control internships we would take majors in market-

ing, economics, any business major,”
Weber-Knutson said.
Degrees in operations management,
business administration, marketing
research and technology or agricultureduction management and quality and
process control internships.
Weber-Knutson said internships are
both for students and for the company,
because students get to see how the
company works and what it has to offer,
but the company employees working
with the students get to see what the
interns have to offer as well.
“Interns are doing real projects that
we would give to full-time employees,”
Weber-Knutson said. “So you are mak-

leaders of our company,” Weber-Knutson said. “I’m not just hiring people to
be entry-level, we are looking for people
who are going to come into our organization and grow their careers with us.”
Many career paths are available at
Hormel Foods, from sales to accounting, production management to information technology.

what you would be doing full-time.”
Sales and marketing internships
include food service sales, consumer
products sales and marketing. Degrees
in marketing or food marketing are
preferred.
These internships will instruct
students on management data, developing marketing programs, retail store
sets, pricing strategies and advertising
projects.
Some of these internships require a

include consumer products, production
management, quality assurance management, programmer analyst, industrial or maintenance engineering, supply
chain and livestock procurement.
Whether prospective employees are
sales and marketing driven, or fascinated by animal science, the career paths

to the work.
Approximately 35 interns are hired
company-wide, with a high success rate
of moving interns into full-time employment positions.
“We’re hoping that when you accept
an internship, you intend to retire with
us,” Weber-Knutson said.
Ideally, internship positions are
designed for the summer following the
junior year of college, so prospective
interns are encouraged to research and
apply starting in the fall of their junior
year.
“I hire great talent to be the next

detailed descriptions of the areas of
work these include, but once students
are at the career level (ideally the step
following their internship) they may
look at these areas.
“You can have a lot of careers with
one company at Hormel,” WeberKnutson said.

Work focused on leadership and
technical skills, teamed with independence and a fun atmosphere should be
expected at Hormel Foods.
Skills in leadership, communication,
project initiation, work ethic and leadership are expected and encouraged of
future employees, so Hormel Foods can
create the best team possible.
“We are looking for people that are
able to go above and beyond,” WeberKnutson said. “We want people who
can make things happen.”

Available
jobs and
Internships
Consumer Products and
Foodservice Sales Representative
-Professional Selling
-Marketing
-Business Administration
-Agricultural Business
-Food Marketing
-Hospitality/Hotel/Restaurant Management
Production Management
-Business Administration
-Management
-Operations
-Industrial Management
-Animal Science
-Meat Science
Quality Assurance Management
-Animal Science
-Meat Science
-Food Science
-Food Technology
-Agricultural Business
-Industrial Management
-Industrial Technology
-Mathematics
-Business Administration
Staff Accountant
-Accounting
-Finance
*visit www.hormelfoods.com for even more job and
internship opportunities.

Technology
DSLRs more available to students
Jun-Kai Teoh

What used to be one of the most renowned
brands has since slowly slid into relative obscurity. While less known than its counterparts,

Managing EditOr

It used to be that DSLRs were expensive
equipment that only serious enthusiasts or

niche, much like Sony.
People looking for “bells and whistles”
would be fairly disappointed with the Pentax
line of cameras. Their cameras lack rotating dis-

use, but with the rapidly declining price, they’ve
become relatively cheap, so that an average college student could actually afford one.
And in this issue, we’ll try to provide a
general overview of the brands available out
there in the market. Keep in mind that this is
a general overview, and far from exhaustive or
in-depth. Because we won’t be comparing individual cameras against each other, don’t expect
much (if any) technical details or gibberish.
Instead we’ll cover more on what makes
each brand unique. What technical details there
are, we’ll provide an explanation at the end of
the post.

Canon
Canon, besides being a fun name to read
aloud, they produce easily one of the most
popular lines of DSLRs around the world.
Named numerically in the rest of the world,
Canon is perhaps better known in the States
with its Rebel series of cameras.
What makes the Canon line of cameras a
fantastic camera lenses.
Canon is perhaps less known for their camthe “L series,” which are famous for being both
expensive but optically beautiful. The “L series”
of lenses are known to produce crisp and sharp
photos, with little distortion or chromatic aberration in images.
The average user might not notice the
distortion in a photo, but for the enthusiast or
professional it’s certainly something to consider.
This doesn’t mean that Canon is the best
brand out there, far from it. “L series” lenses
are insanely expensive most of the time, and
distortion or aberration can usually be corrected
in Photoshop/Lightroom/other post-processing
programs.

Nikon
Nikon is “the other guy” in the DSLR
world. Often competing head-to-head with
Canon, Nikon holds its own even though it
doesn’t have an “L series” counterpart in its
armada of lenses.
It’s been argued that Canon has cleaner

Pentax

COuRTESY OF VIDEOGRAPHY.COM

The Nikon D90 is a popular DSLR.
(read: less grainy) photos when shooting in lowBut what can be said for certain is that the
Nikon D3S has, without a doubt, the cleanest
While they don’t have an “L series” counterpart per se, they still have a fantastic range
of lenses for amateur, enthusiast, or professional
use.
They are, perhaps, more well-equipped for
wide angle to mid-ranged photography, compared to Canon’s long-range zooms.
Also, for the average consumer, it’s important to note that Canon has a tradition of
refreshing their “entry-level” cameras fairly
frequently, whereas Nikon so far has a longer
time frame before they do so.
Nikon (like Canon) also has superb autofocus systems. Capturing action and sports is
relatively easier on both brands when compared
to others.

Sony
A relatively new competitor to the DSLR
scene, the Sony brand name has yet to establish
itself as one of the “big dogs” like the oftnamed “Canikon” (Canon+Nikon). But make
no mistake, Sony has catapulted itself from

obscurity into a unique niche that few have yet
been able to challenge.
Their “alpha series” of DSLRs (with a
lowercase “a”) used to be known for downright
terrible image quality at low-light. But rest be
few years and almost a non-issue with their new
cameras.
Sony stands apart from the rest on a few
fronts. They’re the only brand that has autofocus Carl Zeiss lenses. Carl Zeiss is an optical
manufacturer known for it’s extremely sharp
lenses (not literally).
Their lenses are known to be extremely high
quality and produce fantastic image quality as
well. Even their old lenses are sold for ludicrously high prices due to its quality, and they stand
on an entirely different level when compared
with the Canon “L series” lenses.
Sony cameras are also compatible with
Minolta lenses, and those are known to be very
solid lenses as well.
What makes them stand out even more is
also they are one of three companies (the other
being Pentax and Olympus) that has in-body
stabilization, meaning less blurry pictures due to
unstable hands. With Canon and Nikon, users
would have to purchase “Image Stabilization”
or “Vibration Reduction” series of lenses, often
far more expensive.

but they deliver in terms of traditional performance. Pentax is one of the few companies that
still focus greatly on “prime” lenses – which are
non-zoom lenses.
Their DA Limited series of prime lenses
have very solid built quality and are optically
beautiful. “Traditional” photographers that
enjoy prime lenses, or photographers that are
selves more at home with Pentax.
But their biggest selling point is this: lens
backward compatibility. Current Pentax DSLRs
are natively compatible with many “vintage”
lenses from the 70s onwards, and those lenses
can often be found online for dirt-cheap prices.
The Pentax-M 50mm f/1.4 for example
(made in the 1970s), is a very fast lens and can
be bought for approximately $70 online and
used on a brand new Pentax K-5 without any
adapters or converters.
The downside however, is that these vintage
lenses are mostly “fully manual”. There’s no
autofocus, and most of them require manual
aperture control as well.
Pentax can be compared to a stick-shift car.
There’s a little bit more of a learning curve,
which often pushes customers away (or pulls
them in), but it still has its own place in the
world of DSLRs.

Technical Terms
ISO: The higher the ISO the “brighter” a
picture becomes, but often at the cost of image
quality. The higher the ISO the grainier photos
often are.
Stabilization: It’s inevitable that our hands
sometimes shake when we take photos, stabilization reduces that effect. Canon and Nikon require special lenses; Sony, Pentax and Olympus
have them built into the body.
Distortion: Some lenses either “balloon”
an image, making straight lines seeming bend
outward; or “pincushion” an image, making
straight lines bend inward.
Chromatic Aberration/Fringing: In high
contrast situations like shooting under bright
sunlight, some lenses create a “purple border/
fringe” around details.

Bulletin
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Advice

Things every human should know.

Q: My parents are going to drop
me from their cell phone plan. Should
I ditch a plan for a ‘pay as you go’
phone? Or should I bite the bullet and
pay for a contracted plan?
A: We all have to be weaned sometime,
friend.
As a general rule of thumb, prepaid
cellphone service is a bad idea for anyone not
involved in illicit import/export.
However, if you’re looking for a tembest idea to hold you over while you weigh
your options for contract service. A few of
the dwindling advantages to prepaid service
is that there is no fear of overage charges and
that service may be terminated at any time, at
no cost. No termination or overage fees may
plan best for your situation.
For the most part, prepaid plans will offer
a much, much higher per minute charge than
any contract plan. In addition, opting for a
pay as you go plan may limit your options
when it comes to devices and features. Many
times, the handsets offered as prepaid plans
will often be outdated devices, and have very
few data options. This will restrict any extraneous features like mobile Facebook, video
viewing and web browsing. Thus, if you opt
for a prepaid plan, be aware that your choices
may be limited to older handsets and that you
will be paying purely for phone service, not
the wider set of features that often accompany

a contract plan.
Your best bet at this point would be to
research what company those you talk to most
go through. Many wireless companies offer
free minutes to those on your own network,
free nights, or options like Alltel’s “My
Circle” in which some of your most frequently called contacts are reached for free. A
contract with a major network will also allow
you more robust coverage if you’re traveling
between university and home. Furthermore,
many wireless companies will offer their most
popular and cutting edge phones for far, far
less than retail if you opt for a contract.
However, it is a good idea to thoroughly
analyze your contract so that you don’t fall
victim to overage charges or are forced to
pay an exorbitant termination fee. Being well
acquainted with your contract will serve you
in the future.
A prepaid plan may seem like a good idea
in a pinch, and it may tide you over while
you weigh your contract options, but prepaid
service should not be viewed as a long-term
solution due to fewer features, older phones
and a higher long term cost
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It is April Fools’
Day on Friday.
Try to have a
good time.
Find the Chronicle near you.
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News Editor Casey Cromwell.
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Follow us online
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Find the answers in our
paper next week or answer
them online! Here are some

A. Going for a walk along
the river? You might pass by.
B. Student residents can see
this plant all year long.
C. Can you tell what time it
is? Odds are the person that
taught you probably passed
through this area.
D. Time out? Husky fans
-

We have these great photos
thanks to Andrew Jacobson.

Corrections
The University
Chronicle prides itself
on journalistic
integrity. We strive to
publish the most
accurate
information, but we
are prone to human
mistakes. We will
correct any errors
of fact or misspelled
names promptly. Call
308-4086 with any
corrections.
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In defense of literature
Jack Lofgren

“A

-

columnist

Words
to make
you
cringe

Quote of the Day:

fortunate conversation with

Arthur Miller
The art of literature is

College Survival Guide:

Briana Sutherland
columnist

Chapter 7: Survive society

things that have hap-

We believe that

Michael Runyon
new media editor

never achieve their goal, nor

college means moving

workplace, until we
-

Mukluks

thing to learn that

into a bigger, multiculgoes back at least as far as the

This environment

-

learn about the terrible

are new, thoughts that

-

this argument on a regular

-

Growing up in a

Fringe

in those humanities
-

things that cannot be mea-

-

lege can shatter our
-

thrown out of our

That reason is to

to see that this planet
-

-

-

-

be the propagators of

Dawkins writing about theol-

A lot of the human
teachers of how amazing America is, how

-

taken have been full of
that our professor is the

ference are the sources
Slit

subjects such as racism,

-

referring to an act of violence against someone, this

-

Art gives us a version of

these classes, remember to keep an open

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

New apps hurt, not help
Kyra Loch

We take a cultural

classroom knowing

that minorities still face

Skort

those who follow in

For starters, make up
skirt is short enough to make

with love for their fel-

wear a longer skirt!

from where a photo was taken

columnist

With the increase in use
of social networking websites,
a popular past-time for most
people has become creeping
through other social networkOne of the biggest time
wasters is combing through

Guesstimating
To make an estimate is to

applications state these are be-

information off of social net-

Infamous disappearance of activity funds
Preggers/Preggo
Also, the terms preggers

Jason Tham
columnist

people just have nothing

A woman is pregnant,
-

-

although thinking about it

wireless signals on their cell
post personal information,

-

Social network users can
go to great lengths to protect

Succulent

but it seems like even taking all
the precautions will not keep

-

I hear this all the time

-

have become available that alinformation on others, often

Allowing others to save
sonal cell phone signal almost

-

Hubby/Wifey

-

-

-

-

whether the person wants to
takes a photo with his or her
it to his or her Twitter or

-

-

And ‘meh’

However, some of the
seem more harmful than help-

-
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Letters to the Editor
Megan Junkermeier
OpiniOns editOr

According to a mass
email sent to SCSU accounts,
students graduating with a
bachelor’s degree borrow
$28, 495 in federal student
loans.
And yes, they do request
on the graduation application to donate money to the
school too.
According to their payment plan, a SCSU graduate
would need to pay $328 per
month for ten years after
graduation.
Shocking? No. Suprising?
No. Scary? Oh, yeah.
It’s no surprise that these
payments are required, because students clearly consent
to the massive amounts of
money they borrow for their
education at SCSU, but it is,
however, terrifying to realize
that in future days, without
tal assistance, there is more
monetary stress besides rent
and groceries.
Peering out onto the
graduation ledge, you will
student loan repayments
all on the bill list, but now,
there’s no aid. Only paychecks. Maybe paychecks.
On top of the added

and shelter, but to pay back
the money they borrowed in
be easy to obtain.
Scary? Oh yeah.
Luckily, there will be
information sessions in the
Atwood Theatre April 8 one
from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
one from 2 to 3 p.m.
These sessions will supposedly teach you how to
repay loans, keep track of
funds, and what to do to stay
on top of these massive bills.
So, future graduates,
don’t have a heart attack yet.
Save that for when their
so-called plan fails. Which,
is, might happen.
Luckily, at the meeting,
they will talk about penalizations for not paying loan
payments on time as well.
Phew.
Students, if you are at all
concerned about the afterlife
following the undergraduate
commencement ceremony,
meetings.
Maybe they will be helpful.
Otherwise, you can cross

graduates now need to stress

in fourth grade when you
prayed to get the part of Annie in the play instead of one
of the orphans.
If only we could cross our

to live and survive, have food

too.

Have an Opinion?
Have you written a letter?
Here’s how to get published.

that I’m sickened by the
fact that the “Smoking Task
Force” recommended a
campus-wide tobacco ban to
the Student Government.
I’ll start with an example.
A fairly small percentage
of Americans belong to the
LGBT community.
However, if polled, most
Americans would agree that
marriage equality isn’t a bad
idea.
I would suggest that the

opinion, but that’s beside the
point.
It may be true that only
eight percent of us smoke.
However, that doesn’t
necessarily mean that a
smoking ban is some kind of
a solution.
In fact, this Task Force
failed to highlight any kind

Just because smoking is
generally considered a bad
thing doesn’t mean that we
need to take away the freedom of choice of an individual to achieve some kind
of health goal.
If someone formed a task
force that found that extramarital sex was an unhealthy
practice, would we ban that
next?
Of course not. That’s
ridiculous.
In fact, the same Student
Health Services that backed
the smoking task force cur-

This is a university, not a
high school.
We’re all adults here.

dozen.
We should consider this a
lesson: instead of implement-

Trisaunia Anderson

today.
I checked my email, and
lo and behold, classes were
canceled - until ten!
Ten?!
My classes don’t start
until one!
I seriously doubt that the
roads would be safe to drive
on by 10 a.m.
All those other people
that have to drive to school
like me are expected to risk

life and drive to school.
Are we really supposed to
value our education over life?
My mom saw a snow
plow in the ditch this morning.
I can only imagine what
kind of peril my little car
would be in if I took it out
today.
There’s no way I’m going
to school today.
I might have to make up

Samantha Carley
prinectOn, Mn

I recently read an article
in the Chronicle that disturbed me very greatly.

scsU stUdent

I am a commuter. I have
a 35-minute drive to school
when the roads are clear and
safe.
I woke up one morning
last week and heard that all
sorts of schools were closing,
got out of driving to school

same concept applies to the
idea of a smoking ban.
According to the article,
only eight percent of students
at SCSU smoke.
I have to say that that

ing a smoking ban, perhaps
we should simply restrict designated smoking areas a bit
further and better advertise
or improve upon the available resources to help people
quit if they so wish.
I’ll conclude with this: I
don’t smoke.
But I don’t feel that my
rights extend so far as to tell
others that they shouldn’t.
Perhaps the poll taken
by this task force shouldn’t
have asked how many people
smoke, but what percentage
of the alleged 92% of nonsmokers are bothered by the
fact that people do.
I’m not. And I’m certainly not alone in that.

my gym class, and I might
not be able to miss my other
class anymore after this, but
I would honestly rather have
my grades be affected than
my entire life be affected.
Whoever chooses when
to cancel classes really needs
to consider the commuters
and the roads they have to
drive on to get to school on
days like this.

M AIL
Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

We welcome your responses to topics of current debate or interest. Submissions must include the writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major and year.

E-M AIL
opinions@universitychronicle.net

We typically don’t publish product or performance endorsements, libelous
statements or submissions containing factual errors.

WEB
http://www.universitychronicle.net

Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086
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Jun-Kai Teoh
managing editor

Judging by audience
attendance and reaction,
Cirko Cabaret’s performance in the Ritsche
Auditorium on Wednesday
night was nothing short of
spectacular.
Brought in by the
University Program Board,
Cirko Cabaret dazzled the
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audience with their aerial
acrobatics, regaled them
with their humorous acts
and stunned them with
Sean Emery, an entertainer who showed off his
wicked sense of humor, led
the troupe for this particular performance.
With him were the
brothers Alex and Eric
McKendry, who along with

Tamir Bayarsaihan make
up the muscularly skilled
“balance boys.”
In another category
were Caity Tomson-Moylan
and Dakota Rooney, the
two aerial acrobats that
twirled, spun and whirled
above the heads of the
audience.
Emery and his wife
Meg, who was also present
at the show, were originally
part of the Ringling Brothers, and after they the circus
they started their own business teaching and performing for private functions.
“What happens was that
people keep asking us for
different kinds of shows,”
throw something together
like this – it’s a little different every time.

JUN-KAI TEOH / MANAGING EDITOR

Dakota Rooney is supported by a fellow performer.

that do circus and will show
up and rehearse on time,
instead of me doing my
own whole show.”
Bayarsaihan’s parents
were part of the Ringling
Brothers’ circus as well.
“Anybody that’s ever
been on that show is kind
of like family,” Emery said,
“it’s like people that’s in the
military and stuff.
“I was in college when I
fell into this – I saw a show
in my school and went
‘that’s what I want to do’,”
he said.
And he’s keeping the
tradition alive in his family
as well. His 19-year-old
daughter is going to a circus
college in Quebec called
the Ecole de Cirque de
Québec.

JUN-KAI TEOH / MANAGING EDITOR

CHEN CHEN / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Alex and Eric McKendry in the middle of a balancing stunt.

Jason Tham
staff writer

ANDREW JACOBSON / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The Great Northern Union Choir performed in the Men’s Choir Festival in
Ritsche on Saturday evening.

Andrew Jacobson
contributing writer

On Saturday, the SCSU
Men’s Choir hosted their
second annual High Impact
Harmony Concert featuring barbershop-style music
and the musical stylings of
the Great Northern Union
Choir.
“This concert is a
combined event between
the SCSU Men’s Choir
and the Great Northern
Union Choir,” Mark Potvin,
director of the SCSU Men’s
Choir, said. “I wanted something different for our guys,
a chance to work with adult
singers who make men’s
choir music fun.”
The GNU is under the
direction of conductor Peter
Benson and attends competitions throughout the nation.
In 2009, the group earned
the bronze medal in the
International Barbershop
Harmony Chorus Competition, a worldwide event.
According to Potvin,
“They have earned the right
to be considered one of
North America’s most elite a
capella choruses.”
The GNU also works
with various college-level
choirs throughout the area,

including Iowa State, Wisconsin State, and Concordia.
They have a program in the
summer in which they invite
college students to work and
rehearse with them.
The SCSU Choir spearheaded the concert. They
started with “Adoramus
Te, Christe,” “Die Nacht,”
and “The Mansions of the
Lord” from the movie “We
Were Soldiers.” They then
performed “El Dorado,”
a piece which derives its
text from Edgar Allan Poe.
the concert with “Cripple
Creek” and “Pirate Song,”
both of which were comical,
light-hearted.
After a short intermission, the GNU took the
stage, opening with their
signature song, “Harmony.”
They performed a wide
range of styles including
spirituals like “Sing till the
Spirit,” “Didn’t My Lord
Deliver Daniel?”, and
“Shadrach;” romantic songs
like “You Keep Coming
Back Like a Song;” and
“That Ever I Saw.” They
also performed more wellknown pieces like “Scarborough Fair” and “Sold
(Grundy County Auction).”
One change from last
year’s concert was the ad-

dition of a combined piece
between the two groups.
the GNU on stage and they
wrapped up the hour long
concert with a spiritual,
“Swing Down Chariot,” a
piece that featured several soloists from the GNU.
This earned the combined
ensemble a standing ovation
from every member in the
audience.
“My favorite part of the
concert was performing with
the Great Northern Union
Choir,” said Dave Kiel, baritone and four year veteran of
exhilarating. I worked with
them last summer and they
while singing the heck out of
the music.”
Paul Shoger, a tenor of
the Men’s Choir, said. “It’s
always nice when you have
people with more experience,
who have been performing
for longer. They have a clean
sound and good technique
and it is a great to be able to
perform with them.”
The GNU expressed
during the concert that they
would like to return again
next year for this event, and
many say they hope that this
is a tradition that will be continued the years to come.

studies, and dance department will perform “Fools”
by Neil Simon next week on
center stage in the Performing Arts Center.
“Fools” is a light-hearted
romantic comedy, originally
set in a small village of Kulyenchikov, Ukraine, during
the late 19th Century.
“The play is basically
about idiots in a town. A
teacher has to come to the
town to try and teach a doctor’s daughter,” said SCSU
The setting of this
SCSU production will be
in northern Minnesota,
making it easier for the local
audience to relate.
“It is kind of funny because all of us will be crackwe don’t even understand
on the stage,” Danielson
said.
“It is a really fun play
both for the actors and
the people watching it,”
said SCSU freshman Tyler
Hougen.
Hougen and Danielson
are two of the 10 actors
who will be performing the
play.
Danielson said one of
the challenges to making
this play successful is holding the Minnesotan accent.
“One of the things that
we have to do is holding a
very heavy Minnesotan accent. Some of us have that
[accent] because we are
from Minnesota originally,
but holding it, and being
able to enunciate it, our
words and phrases get really
complicated,” Danielson
said.
Danielson said that
switching between comical
and serious moods within
the play is also challenging.
“For me the really hard
part is to portray how
stupid we are,” Hougen
said, “Because you want to

PHOTO COURTESY OF STCLOUDSTATE.EDU

work by legendary playwright Neil Simon.

pretend that you are stupid,
but how stupid you want to
really make it?”
According to the play,
Yong Leon Tolchinsky, the
newly appointed headmaster of a school must teach
Sophia, the daughter of
a local doctor, in order to
break the curse of stupidity
in the village.
There is a twist to the
plot: if Tolchinsky fails to
accomplish his mission
within 24 hours, he too
will fall victim to the curse,
along with the audience
who are watching the play.
Danielson said that the
dents, as they can take their
nights off from the hardship
of school.
“It’s getting to the end
of the year -- all of us are
and tests coming up. For
this, you come, you sit and

“We will really draw
people in from how it is
that you sit there and laugh
about idiotic things and
foolish people,” Danielson
added.
Hougen echoed that this
play is a piece of entertainment for all students.
“It is a good place to
self,” Hougen said, “And it
is a different kind of entertainment, unlike going to
the movies . . . the interaction is going to be a fun and
unique experience.”
“Fools” is free for SCSU
students, staff, and faculty
with ID, and children under
12 years old. Ticket cost is
$10 for adults, and $7 for
non-students and seniors.
Tickets can be obtained
from the Atwood Memorial
Center information desk.
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‘Magicians’
perfect for
Potter fans
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Pioneer’s ‘Seagull’ a triumph
Chris Bremseth
theater review

The Pioneer Place
presented Anton Chekhov’s

book review

and other people’s lovers.
-

Pioneer Place for this
on stage.

-

his departed father.

-

to get a girlfriend.

-

-

-

rather than appreciate it for
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third appearance at the
do.
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titles is its strong roots in

-

REVIEWS
Better gaming
technology, more
Instead it’s a constant
-

game column

-

cold.
dedicated professionals of

‘Crysis 2’ is lesser-known, superior

-

Ahmad Warraich

-

that goes for perks too. That

game review

perks.

-
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predecessor and has set the
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other and not shoot at each

Black Ops.
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of their friends have it. And
invading attackers.

released.
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ing aftertaste.
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for it.

-
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

AT T E N T I O N

FEMALES AND MALES
Private in 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, Laundry,
Parking Avail. 6/1/11 and
8/1/11 E.P.M 251-6005

UNIVERSITY APTS LARGE
2 Bedrooms Close SCSU,
Heat,Studios,Ones 320251-8284,320-250-8666
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

3 OR 4 BDR 1BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths AC, DW
Heat Paid 10 or 12 Month
Leases Security 493-9549

ONE TWO AND 3 BEDROOM
Close SCSU, Also Studios,
Houses, Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

2BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
CAMPUS DW/AC Heat Incl.
10 or 12 Month. 493-9549

LOOKING FOR
Roommates to Share New 4 BDR
House $275 Call 320-309-4148

SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths Heat Incl. DW/AC
Security BLDG 10 or 12
Month Leases 493-9549
2,3+4 BDR APT VARIOUS
Locations Heat Incl. DW/
AC Security 493-9549

5 BEDROOM HOUSES JUNE
1ST Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
UVT’S 4 BDR. TOWNHOME
Pool, Dishwasher Free Parking/Heat 252-2633

2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
Library AC/DW Heat Incl
10 or 12 Month 493-9549
HOUSES STILL AVAILABLE!
Houses! Houses! Houses!
SCSU Area! 320-229-1919

WWW.SCSU4RENT.COM
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER/Fall 2011.
4BDRM & 6/7BDRM.
Call 320-237-7570
CLOSE CLOSER CLOSEST
kenthousing.com or 320-252-5500
3+4 BED APTS FREE
Cable Free Internet, Free Heat
50.00/Month June+July
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673
HOUSES AND APTS. GREAT
SCSU Locations Heat/Parking
Incl. 251-1925 mpmproperties.net
3+4 BED APTS, FREE CABLE
Free Heat June+July 50.00/
Mth www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny @ 320-259-9673
1, 2 BR- JUNE 1ST
$485-575. H, W, G, Cable,
Parking. 320-251-7600 x 559
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
3 BLOCKS TO LIBRARY!
2 Bed Apartment! 320-2291919 www.stcloudrental.com
3 OR 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
Heat and Parking Incl 493-9549
ROOMS FOR RENT!
SCSU Area 215/Month!
Heat, Water, Sewer, Garbage,
Cable Incl! 320-229-1919
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS. 2-Big
Bedrooms. Neat/Clean. Includes
Utilities. Possible Caretaking.
Off-Street Parking. $298/ Person.
Near Hallenbeck. 320-679-3852
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
Roommate Matching. Free Parking, & Heat. UVT’S 252-2633
2 BED ROOM APT’S
Includes Parking Ranges
From 330.00 to 360.00 June
Openings Call 320-250-1393
HOMES & APARTMENTS
For Rent www.stcloudhomes.
com Click On St.Cloud Area
Home Rentals Or Call 253-6200
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
2 Bath Free Laundry And
Parking No Pets $1200.00
Plus Utilities 320-249-1187

www.stcloudrental.com
PRIVATE ROOMS AVAIL.
In APTS. And House. Heat PD,
PKG, Close To SCSU. Avail.
6/1 And 8/1. E.P.M. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
HOUSES HOUSES HOUSES
1-6 Blocks SCSU. Heat/Parking
Incl. Spacious Rooms. Updated
Dan 251-1925 mpmproperties.net
BEACHWOOD 1BR AND 2BR
APTS. 4/1,5/1,6/1,7/1 & 8/1
$395-500 S.E. Location Heat/
Parking Incl. Dan 251-1925
NOW RENTIN FOR JUNE
2011! Nice 7,8, and 9 Bedroom Houses Close to SCSU.
Call Ryan at 320-761-0911
www.huskyhouses.com
13TH ST APTS: 1 BLK
North of Hockey Center (5th)
3+4 Bed Starting @ $225
Parking, Garages, Laundry &
Onsite Caretaker Remodeled
Units Avail. Josh: 651-2709316 Dan: 651-361-0803
STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
3 AND 4 BEDROOM
APTS. Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, PKG. Close To
SCSU. 10 And 12 Monthly
Leases. E.P.M 251-6005
exelpropmgmt.com
ONE,TWO,THREE,
Bedrooms, Decks, Houses, Large,
Close SCSU Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com
2 OR 3 BDR ON
Campus10 or 12 Month
Leases Heat Paid 493-9549
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 And 4 Bedroom APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
3,4,5, BEDROOM
Apartment 4 Rent Prime Location! Utilities Paid For New Carpet,
New Cabinets, Huge Kitchen, and
Family Rooms! 320-492-123409
CARETAKER/SECURITY
Person. Live in Studio APT.
D/W, A/C, Parking Reduced
Rent Plus Hourly Wage. Start
6/1/11. Excel Prop. 251-6005

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
7 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent 2 Blocks from State. $315
Per Room Floors, Windows New
Chris_Chopp@yahoo.com
3+4 BDR APT IN HOUSE
1 BLK From Library D/W
Heat+Parking Incl 10 or 12
Month Lease 493-9549
2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts Close SCSU
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com Call 320-251-8284
AVAIL JUNE/AUG 2011
BDRM&6/7 BDRM Houses
For Rent. Starting At $300
Per/Person. All Util. Included.
Off Street Parking Freee
Landry. Call 320-237-75703
HARD TO FIND! 3 BED
Apartments. 2 Blocks to SCSU!
Call Today! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbpropertie.com
320-493-2608
4 BED APARTMENTS!
Starting at $215/MO. 2 Blocks
From Library! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
FREE PARKING, LARGE
Bedrooms, Pool, Individual
Leases. Microwave, Dishwasher
252-2633 uvtownhomes.com
BEACHWOOD 1BR. APTS.
6/1/11 $400-440 Dan/
Nicole 251-1925
COLLEGE VIEW
Apartments Close to
Hockey Center Now Renting For Fall 320-258-4000
www.granitecityproperties.com
DUPLEX 3/4 BEDROOM
Units Large Living Areas, Closets
A/C, D/W, W/D Off Street Parking 2 Blocks From SCSU Call Janice 763-427-5419 or 763-923-9222

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
WWW.IVYAPARMENTS.COM
5 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent Free Parking Free Laundry Some Utilities Incl. $300
Per Room 235 8th AVE South
Contact Greg 320-980-4034
3 BLOCKS FROM SCSU
m+m APTS. 320-259-9673

STATESIDE APTS
Spacious 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
parking. Close, quiet.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1,2,3 &4 BDRM APTS
Great Locations Heat/
Parking Incl. 251-1925
mpmproperties.com
OUT OF THE DORMS!
4BR, 2 Bath. Heat, water,
trash, cable. 320-654-8300

Sports & Fitness
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Where has all the madness gone?
Derek Herman
Contributing wrtier

When March comes
around, the college basketball
world becomes the center of
the sports universe to sports
fans alike.
Simply put, the word
madness is the one that best
describes the yearly spectacle
that is the NCAA college
basket tournament and is why
this post-season tournament is
so popular.
of the tournament this year,
the word madness is evident
again.
The tournament got off
to a good start when last
year’s runners up and eighth
seeded Butler Bulldogs did
what many people didn’t
expect by getting a buzzer
beater shot by Matt Howard
to earn the victory over ninth

seeded Old Dominion.
This victory was quickly
overshadowed by 13 seeded
Morehead State defeating
number four seeded Louisville
in a stunning upset and a
crazy last 20 seconds of the
game.
ishes and the stunning upset
a person just has to look at
a current updated bracket
to see the craziness that has
lege basketball tournament
this year.
From four double digit
seeds making surprising sweet
16 runs in Richmond,
Virginia Commonwealth,
Florida State, and Marquette
to Big East power number
one seeded Pittsburgh losing
in the second round to Butler,
there has been no shortage of
madness.
in a while, it seems that this
madness is being overshad-

owed. This year’s tournament
is being littered with missed
chances, unintelligent decisions, and overall bad plays.
Five second calls, backcourt violations, terrible clock
management issues, and fouls
have all found their ways into
ment and have been turning this year’s madness into
rather than the exciting and
March is so well known for.
of the Syracuse-Marquette
second round game.
With the score tied and
51 seconds left in the game,
Syracuse inbounded the ball
to a guard that could have
went into the backcourt to
make the inbound pass easier
but instead decided to walk a
tight rope only to be called for
an over and back violation.
This call has since been
deemed the wrong call in

which the NCAA already
apologized for. With that
said it doesn’t seem like the
player was at much at fault
as the referee who called the
turnover.
However, anyone that
saw the play knows that
Scoop Jardine, the Syracuse
guard that got called for the
turnover.
This example wasn’t
madness, it was just bad both
on the player and referee
standpoint. This is just one
example of the madness beweekend of play.
second violation on the
Texas Longhorns. With
14.5 seconds left in a second
round battle against Arizona,
Texas’ freshman guard Cory
an inbound pass, which is a
violation and a turnover.
The kicker is that Texas
had a timeout left. Sure, Jo-

seph attempted to call a timeout, but he waited too long
and even if it was clocked
at four and a half seconds
cut it that close and not expect to get a violation called.
Finally, exhibit three
brings three games together.
The second round matchups
between Pittsburgh-Butler
and Washington-North Carolina saw issues with players
and questionable decisions
regarding the clock.
Butler’s guard Shelvin Mack
committing a foul with 1.4
seconds left on the clock to
give Pittsburgh a chance to
win the game and before the
forward Nasir Robinson committing a foul to give Butler a
chance to win the game with
0.9 seconds left in the game,
there was a decision by Pittsburgh guard Ashton Gibbs
that was just as crucial that is

going unnoticed.
With a one point lead
and under 30 seconds left
in the game, Gibbs ran the
shot clock down so low that
there wasn’t enough time for
Pittsburgh to get a shot off
which gave Butler an easy
opportunity to take the lead,
and wouldn’t you know, that
is exactly what Butler did.
After the aforementioned
and inexcusable fouls by
Mack and Robinson on plays
that a player should never
even be anywhere close to
committing a foul, both players inexplicably put themselves in positions to get called
for fouls because of senseless
decisions.
So with these facts you
can be the judge. Is this year’s
tournament madness being
overshadowed by the head
scratching moments?

Twin’s Spring Training keeps rolling
Ben Weidt
staff writer

The Twin’s spring training season keeps rolling
along, and the club is now 1611 in grapefruit league play.
The Twins won the
Mayor’s Cup against the Red
Sox Saturday night, scoring
6 runs in the 9th inning on
their way to beating the Sox
9-8.
If you have never heard
of the Mayor’s Cup, don’t
worry, I hadn’t either. It goes
to the winner of the TwinsRed Sox series in Spring
Training every year.
The Twins have all of
their starters back but are
still resting Justin Morneau,
Joe Mauer, and Joe Nathan
pretty regularly.
Wednesday night was
Training that the Twins were
able to play what should

be their starting lineup on
Opening Day.
Michael Cuddyer rea wart that was removed on
his foot and went 1-2 at the
plate, with a double and a
walk.
start with the Twins but had
played in two other Minor
League games to test his foot.
Cuddyer should be back
for the Twins. He ended last
the absence of Justin Morneau.
Closer Joe Nathan is also
moving back into his old
self. This week marked the
that Nathan closed in two
consecutive days. Nathan
pitched Wednesday against
the Phillies and is still getting
his speed up.
The Twins also saw prog-

Paul

ress from the slowly recovering Justin Morneau, who got
ing on Wednesday night.
While Morneau is taking
it one day at a time, it looks
like he should be in the dugout on opening day, and not
The Twins have also seen
big performances out of
Danny Valencia, or D-VAL
as the Target Field faithful
affectionately refer to him.
The Twins drafted
Valencia when he was a
Junior in college, and now
26, Valencia burst onto the
scene in June last season as
a rookie for the Twins after
Michael Cuddyer was put on
the bereavement list after the
death his father-in-law.
Valencia was put into the
rotation right away, playing third base for the Twins.
home run last season was a

grand slam off AL Cy Young
Winner Zach Greinke, who
at the time played for the
Kansas City Royals.
He was then named the
Twins Rookie of the Year and
came in third in voting for
the American League Rookie
of the Year.
This season, Valencia
has laughed in the face of
the people who were calling
that this season would be his
“sophomore slump.”
In Spring Training,
Valencia has responded with
a .340 batting average with 7
RBI and a 2 run homer. Valencia is looking to improve
upon last season, and is so far
off to a very good start.
Carl Pavano, while still
pitching very well in Spring
scoreless innings streak
broken at 18 games, when
he gave up three runs to the
Florida Marlins in the sixth

Wednesday, April 6 at 6 p.m.

inning. Other than that, the
35 year old pitcher continues
to be lights out for the Twins.
Tsuyoshi Nishioka, the
Twins Japanese Gold Glove
offseason acquisition, is
in Spring Training. Nishioka
is on a 13 game hitting streak
going into Saturday’s game
against the Red Sox.
Nishioka has also been
showing off his switch-hitting
in spring games. Nishioka
says that while standing on
the right of the plate, hitting
left handed, is where his
power lies, he also hits right
handed because of his speed
for base running. So this
offseason, the Twins acquired
an MVP baseball player who
can power switch hit and
looks up to Derek Jeter as his
playing role model. I think I
speak for all Twins fans when
I say “Pinch me. We may

And for those of you who
really can’t wait to get back
to Target Field, especially
after Mother Nature’s elbow
hit St. Cloud this past week,
the Golden Gophers baseball
team hosts Purdue at Target
Field for a double header on
Friday, April 1st, and Saturday for another game. The
Gophers will be playing all
their home games at Target
Field this season because the
Metrodome, where they used
to play, still has a few minor
roof collapsing problems.
With seats around $10, it is
a good way to watch some
early outdoor baseball and
the season.
After all, Opening Day is
only 12 days away.
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What to watch from Twins

Baseball 3/28/2011
Cameron Edmond,
Okla.
Away

wind down, the optimism over
another Minnesota Twins season
renews its warm and familiar place
in fans’ minds.
A new season means another
reason to believe in the ultimate
goal: a World Series Championship.
Although the Twins will be
opening the season with a relatively
familiar roster meaning they will be
retaining the majority of last years
lineup, there are still a few glaring
question marks.

Baseball 3/28/2011
Central Oklahoma
Edmond, Okla.
4 p.m. Away
Baseball 4/2/2011
MSU Mankato, Minn.
1:30 p.m. Away
Baseball 4/3/2011
MSU Mankato, Minn.
12:00 p.m. Away
Baseball 4/6/2011
SMSU Marshall,
Minn.
1:30 p.m. Away
Baseball 4/9/2011
Winona State
University
Home Selke Field
Baseball4/10/2011
Winona State
University
Home Selke Field

Nick Longworth

day; And if it is, for how long?

staff writer

1. Will
Morneau
return to his old
form?
Out with a concussion he
sustained July 7 of last year while
sliding into second base against the
Toronto Blue Jays, he was forced to
miss the rest of the regular season.
Unable to return even for the
playoffs, the road back to the playWhile concussions have typically been a bigger issue in contactoriented sports such as hockey and
football, Morneau’s symptoms persisted so much that he was unable
to perform even simple exercise
routines without succumbing to
headaches and nausea.
But, hard work and dedication
appear to be paying off.
Morneau has returned to regular training activities with the Twins
and has played sparingly in a few
exhibition games.
His return allows Michael Cuddyer to return to his natural posiThe question remains whether
or not Morneau’s name will be on
the lineup card April 1, opening

2. Who will be in
the middle
J.J. Hardy, Nick Punto, and
Orlando “O-dog” Hudson are out,
and Luke Hughes, Trevor Plouffe,
and Tsuyoshi Nishioka are in.
Who will start at second base
and shortstop will be one of the
biggest defensive keys of the season.
No matter which pair of players
occupies the job, the Twins will
be counting on them to be sound
defensively, as well as contribute
offensively at the plate.
Japanese player – is perhaps the
biggest question mark.
Having seen the likes of Hughes
of Plouffe in their Minor League
system (and in spot-duty last year),
the Twins only have scouting
reports and video footage to go off
for Nishioka.
How will his game translate
from the Japanese league to MLB,
and who will be the everyday players in the dirt?

3. Who will
man pitching
rotation?
At the moment, it appears as if
the Twins have six viable starting
Francisco “Franchise Frankie”
Liriano, Carl Pavano, Nick Blackburn, and Brian Duensing have all
relatively secured their spot in the
rotation.
This leaves Scott Baker, Jeff
Manship, Kevin Slowey, and Glen

open spot (the others would take a
spot in the bullpen, or be sent to the
minor leagues).
It would appear as if the job
were Baker’s to lose.
Having recently signed a fouryear $15.25 million dollar contract
last year, the team would most like
to see him occupy the role they
thought they were paying for.
While showing glimpses of the
promise that have kept the Twins
high on him, he has also been erratic at times as well.
All three candidates not in a
starting role have reiterated they
will do whatever they can to help
the Twins win.
But who will take hold of that

4. Does Thome
year in the tank
and how will
Nathan bounce
back?
After resigning veteran Jim
Thome to a one-year, $3 million
dollar deal the Twins secured another option as designated hitter.
Thome, 40, provided valuable
at-bats for the Twins last season,
batting .283 with 25 homers in 340
plate appearances.
This allowed Jason Kubel to get
valuable rest when needed.
But with his age continuing to
climb, how much longer can the
Twins count on him to produce?
All-star closer, Joe Nathan, will
also hope to return this season,
after missing all of last year while
having Tommy John surgery.
It has typically taken players at
least a year to make a full recovery,
although it’s not uncommon for
a full rebound to take longer (see
Francisco Liriano).

Some never regain what they
once had while some come back
stronger than ever.
With his age already at 36 it will
be interesting to see how well he
rebounds from such a major injury.
If he can return to his old form,
the Twins will yet again have one
of the best closers in Baseball. But
if he can’t, the Twins will have a

5. Can the
the Yankees and
round of the
playoffs?
Odds are nearly every Twins fan
hates the Yankees.
Not only do they have a payroll
near three times the Twins’ (allowing them to sign nearly any Free
Agent, ever) there has been bad
blood ever since they lured Chuck
Knoblauch away after the 1997
season.
The trade – some superstitious
fans say – placed a curse on the
Twins.
It’s not unlike the curse the Red
Sox wore for many years.
have lost 11 straight playoff games
(many coming against the Yankees
To keep fans intrigued year in
and year out, the Twins will need
to show they are better than a “one
and done” team.
Whether it is against the Yankees or not, the Twins need to show
they have the talent to go deep in
the playoffs.
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Campus Rec gets involved with RecKids
Shannon Koestler
contributing writer
Shelby Benson, Sophomore at SCSU, dressed in her
beach attire, danced around
and bumped the beach ball
back and forth with a group
of children during “Super
Friday: Hawaiian Beach Bash
Night,” held in the Field
House.
“The RecKids program
consists of several special
events designed just for children, and operated through
SCSU Campus Recreation,”
Brittany Hemann, Coordinator of RecKids, said.
Headquarters for RecKids are at Campus Recreation
in the Student Lounge or in

the Field House.
Age limits depend on
the program, but the largest
program is “Super Fridays,”
to 11.
“RecKids is a community
outreach program which
allows SCSU students and
staff opportunities to gain important and rewarding work
experience,” Hemann said.
“I originally volunteered
for RecKids as part of a
practicum for a class, but I
chose RecKids because it
allowed me to work with and
become involved with kids in
the recreation aspect,” Shelby
Benson, volunteer, said.
Chris Haukos, Director
of RecKids, said, “Students

are able to become involved
and volunteer for RecKids
by directly connecting with
their student supervisor, going to the volunteer training,
volunteer form.”
The opportunity to volunteer is presented to all recreation sports management
classes in the beginning of
each semester, to give those
students the opportunity to
gain their practicum hours
through RecKids.
“I have a number of
volunteers, who help out with
RecKids that just simply want
to gain volunteer hours and
experience for their resumes,”
Hemann said.
“The thing I love most

about being director of
RecKids, is that I am able to
work with a diverse group
of college students,” Haukos
said.
“RecKids is a good way
to get that hands on experience with kids in a big setting
and not only is it good for
your resume, but it’s fun to
work with large groups of
kids and interact with them,”
Benson said.
A variety of programs are
available through RecKids.
The programs that are offered are swimming lessons,
“Super Fridays,” “Girls in
Action,” boys adventure
clubs, “Drop n’ Shop” (only
available in December),
holiday camps, and summer

camps.
“Girls in Action” is one of
the popular programs, offered
just for girls on Saturday
mornings.
This particular program
focuses on educating youth
about important issues such
as health, nutrition, and
careers.
“Girls in Actions’
balanced environment is
designed to teach individuals
by making healthy choices
throughout life,” Hemann
said.
“I loved being able to
work with the kids and knowence and that they looked up
to us,” Benson said.

Mon Mar 28,2011
CHICAGO
DETROIT
7:30 PM ET
Tue Mar 29, 2011
MINNESOTA
ST LOUIS
7:00 PM CT

Mourns
Continued from Page 16

“The team has done
a great job with coming
together and being supportive,” Edgerton said. “(Kelly)
is remembered everyday
and thought of often, and it
makes each of us appreciate the opportunity that we
have been given to be a part
of this team.”
“The team is dealing
with the loss by taking it one
day at a time,” Schlichte
added. “Laas would want us
to continue playing and play
our best, so that’s what we
are doing. We all make sure
we give it our all every day
in practice.”
“Our team resembles a
family in that we all have a
relationship with each other
that is close and special in
so many ways,” Krieg said.
“Kelly’s personality gave life
to our family.”
In memory of Laas,
the softball team wears teal
laces at every one of their
games. They are also in
the process of planning a
memorial service, which is
tentatively scheduled to take

NHL
sports
schedule

Wed Mar 30, 2011
ST LOUIS
DETROIT
7:30 PM ET

place on April 22.
Until then, the softball
courage in the legacy that
Laas left behind.
“I think as a person she
leaves behind the need to
appreciate life,” Edgerton
said. “She loved life and
enjoyed what she did. You
could always tell she lived
in the moment and got the
most out of everything she
did.”
“Kelly is and will be a
huge role model to so many
people, as a student, and
athlete, and even a woman,”
Dooley said.
“I will always remember
her and am truly blessed
to have known such an
amazing person. She will be
missed and loved forever.”

Thu Mar 31, 2011
EDMONTON
MINNESOTA
7:00 PM CT
COURTESY OF SCSU ATHELTICS DEPARTMENT

Kelly Laas cut her team mates Kate Robinson and Jacki Manrique’s hair to donate to locks of love as part of the silent no more Ovarian Cancer Awareness.

“Kelly is remembered every day and

thought of often, and it makes each of us
appreciate the opportunity that we have
been given to be part of this team.”
Emily Edgerton

Senior SCSU softball player

Fri Apr 1, 2011
CHICAGO
COLUMBUS
7:00 PM ET
Sat Apr 2, 2011
TAMPA BAY
MINNESOTA
1:00 PM CT
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Finally!

A prescription with side

Blueberries and red beans,
just a few of the many foods rich in
antioxidants, are powerful remedies in
the fight against cancer. Research shows
that fruits, vegetables, and other lowfat vegetarian foods may help prevent
cancer and even improve survival
rates. A healthy plant-based diet can
lower your cholesterol, increase your
energy, and help with weight loss and
diabetes. Fill this prescription at your
local market and don’t forget—you have
unlimited refills!

For a free nutrition booklet with cancer fighting recipes,
call toll-free 1-866-906-WELL or visit www.CancerProject.org
CP Prescript Health-7x10.indd

1

5/22/2006
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Softball team mourns teammate
Lindsey Rodgers
Contributing writer

the members of the St. Cloud State University softball team
are still reeling.
from ovarian cancer March 2, leaving a hole within her softball team and her teammates’ hearts. She had been battling
cancer for a little over a year.
“It was realizing that she had actually passed that was
the hardest for me,” said Brittany Krieg, a pitcher for the
“I could not wrap my mind around the fact she was
a little while before it really hit me. It was if a huge part of
our team was gone. She had such an important role on our
team it just made it seem as though there was a part missing
from us.”
Laas was diagnosed with cancer last Spring after an
ments shortly after being diagnosed, and was able to return
to SCSU in August when her treatments were complete.
At the beginning of the season, Laas was paired with
Schlichte as a “buddy.” According the Schlichte, the a
system is created so that an older student can mentor and
guide younger students throughout the season. Schlicte was
recovering from shoulder surgery at the time, and Laas was
recovering from her treatments.
“We had some major bonding this fall because we were
We were together all the time so I really got to her on a
to me.”
Shortly before the end of the semester, Laas was
diagnosed with a second, more aggressive type of ovarian
cancer.
begin treatment, but she was unable to overcome the cancer
for a second time. After battling the cancer for another two
months, she died in her home in Illinois.
“Her courage will be something I will never forget,” she
said.
“You could never tell if she was having a bad day or if
she was in pain,” Krieg added. “She is the toughest person I
have ever met.”
Though she was a strong person, Laas’ teammates say
she also had a sense of humor. One of the things they miss
most is her laugh.
Dooley said. “She had the most contagious laugh.”
“She laughed about absolutely everything,” added senior
stop and everyone was just laughing hysterically. She could
put a smile on anyone’s face.”
Though all of Laas’ teammates have heavy hearts each

-
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Lacrosse club has promising season
Melanie Ovel

sports & fintness editor

The women’s Lacrosse club on campus is
currently 4-0 this season. Begun by captain
and player Mo Gaitan, the team has come
a long way from it’s humble beginnings just
three years ago.
With 17 girls on the roster, Kim Franforward to a great rest of the season,
“We have great dedication from all of
the girls, and when we come to practice, we
come ready to practice hard,” Francis said.

coached the girls to a perfect season so far.

and found out I was not eligible,” Francis
said.
Due to the fact that she had already
played for four years as an undergraduate,
Francis could not play with the team, but
after a few questions, and some thought, she
became the new coach.
“I am the girl’s age for the most part, so
being a friend too, it’s got to be a good balance between the two,” Francis said.
The club only has a small space on
the SCSU website. Besides that, recruiting

campus.
“If we see anybody with anything
lacrosse, we don’t hesitate to just go up to
them,” Gaitan said.
Stout, Hamline and UW Lacrosse were won
easily by the team.
“Within the four games that we have
played, we have scored 63 goals,” Gaitan
said. The team had only 22 scored against
them so far this season.
The Lacrosse club still has a few more
games this season, with UMD and Riverfalls

They will be playing against ConcordiaSt. Paul and MSU Moorhead.
some of the hardest teams in our league,
and it will be a good way to gauge how the
rest of the season is,” Francis said, “but if
we come in play hard, play focused and
play together as a team, we are going to be
playoffs.”
“Our team has grown from hardly
anything three years ago, to be extremely
talented in our league,” Gaitan said.

Softball hosts tournament Husky Invite
Melanie Ovel

sports & fitness editor

The SCSU softball team lost three out
on Saturfay and Sunday.
Five other schools were in attendeance,
the list included Concordia University-St.
lege, University of Minnesota Duluth and
Bemidji State Univeristy.

The rest of the game carried on with
Concordia scoring four runs and three hits
in the next inning.
SCSU scored one more run in the
game. The ending score was 3-5.
The second game for SCSU was played

of 1-5.
for UMD and one hit for SCSU.
The second inning had two runs and
three hits for UMD and zero across the

Softball team.

The third inning was uneventful for
both teams, with onlt one hit for UMD and
once again no hits runs or errors for the

town had nine runs, 10 hits and 33 times up
to bat.

The remainder of the game had UMD
scoring four more runs. the endign score
was 1-5.

SCSU had a total of three runs and
eight hits, with twenty nine times up to bat.

with zero across the board for hits runs and
errors for both teams.
SCSU player Danielle Rahn scored at

inning had zero hits runs and errors for Be-

as well, with 28 times up to bat.
The two teams were evenly matched as
the game began with CU in th dugout.

game.

against Concordia University on Saturday.
The game was the second win for Concori-

for the sixth, and two runs and two hits in
Saiz.
The second inning was uneventful for
CU wit no hits or runs. SCSU scored one

runs and four hits for the seventh inning.
The game ended with a score of 5-9.
The third game was played Sunday

inning, with no hits and no errors.
The second inning had Bemidji with
one hit, zero runs and zero errors.
errors.
Going into the third inning, Bemidji
scored two runs with three hits.
with twto runs and three hits.
The fourth inning was less eventful with
one hit and one error for Bemidji and one

ning.

-

runs, with two hits and one error. The runs
The sixth inning consisted of one run
for Bemidji and two hitswith no errors.
SCSU had no runs in the sixth inning,
but did have one hit by Kelly Olson.
The seventh inning brought Bemidji no
runs, no hits and no errors.

Ths left the score at 9-3, giving SCSU
State University at Winona on March 30.
They will not be home untill April 2 to play
against Concordia University. Afther that,
April 9.
untill April 13 when they host Upper Iowa
University.

